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01 intro
We are proposing a residence in Lignano Sabbiadoro, with a modern and attractive design
and boasting a view of the Lignano Sabbiadoro seafront, developed over ten floors above
the ground and comprising sixteen units.
Inserted along Via dei Platani, it is situated in a convenient location to access all the
amenities the city centre has to offer.
Shops, restaurants, cafés and bars, supermarkets and many other commercial businesses are
within walking distance.

area



02 comfort
The construction techniques used focus on ensuring heat and acoustic insulation in every
part of the home, in compliance with the provisions of the new technical construction
regulations (NTC 2018) and the current energy-saving parameters.

“Comfort is our strength and the basis of our every accomplishment”

ACOUSTIC

TECHNOLOGICALCOMFORT THERMAL

SAFETY



03 reinforced concrete
structures

All the structures have been verified and calculated by expert engineers, and particular care
will be taken with the installation of all parts of the building to ensure superior quality and
safety in the long run.

Foundations, brickwork and partitions:
All the reinforced concrete structures will be built in compliance
with the provisions of the structural calculations; during
construction, top-quality materials will be used and tested,
always under close supervision of our engineering department
and the site construction manager.
Floors will be made of solid slabs of reinforced concrete in
accordance with the static calculations, including beams and
curbs suitably reinforced with the necessary reinforcement iron.
Stairs in reinforced concrete in accordance with the provisions
of the calculator static tables and clad with Botticino marble.

Prefabricated parapets:
These will be made of reinforced concrete with the adoption of
the thermal break system for parapets and railings that
guarantees insulation between the head of the floor and the
prefabricated parapet; they will be smooth and painted.



04 brickwork
05 false ceilings

Internal walls in plasterboard:
The internal partition walls will be made with plasterboard with
galvanised steel profiles and a double layer of cladding partly
of coated plaster sheets, with an overall thickness of 12.5 mm;
all grouted and sanded, ready for finishing.
A 50 mm thick mineral wool blanket will be inserted in the air
casing.
All the walls delimiting damp places will have the slab most
exposed to moisture in mineral moisture panel which can be
recognised by its green colour.

Internal wall linings in plasterboard:
The internal wall linings will be made with metal supporting
warping in galvanised steel profiles and a double layer of
cladding of coated plaster sheets with a thickness of 10 mm.
A 50 mm thick mineral wool blanket will be inserted in the air
casing.
All the wall linings in contact with damp places, the bathroom
and the kitchen, will have the surface in contact with such
premises laid with a moisture panel which can be recognised by
its green colour.

Internal false ceilings in plasterboard:
Composed of a coated sheet of plaster, screwed onto a cross
structure made of galvanised steel, including the grouting of
joints, corners and screw heads in order to obtain a surface that
is ready for finishing.
For all the bathroom false ceilings, a moisture panel will be used.

Apartment corridor false ceilings in grating:
Made of grating consisting of non-combustible anti-corrosion
pre-painted aluminium strips, with a U-shaped section with a 10
mm base and H.40 mm, with a seamless false ceiling system
secured to the appropriate suspension supporting structure.
This is to insert and allow the correct operation of the machinery
for the air conditioning of the rooms.



6 screeds
7 insulation
8 roofing

Foundation screed:
Foundation screeds for the internal floors composed of a layer of
aerated cement made with 300 kg of cement per cubic metre of
mix, supplemented with Foam-Cem and regenerated polystyrene
for a thickness of approximately 10 cm, on all floors designed to
guarantee the covering of all piping, the orderly laying of which is
essential, and without covering with sand and cement, in order to
avoid significant acoustic discontinuity, subsequent laying of
traditional bedding screed in sand and cement with a maximum
thickness of 5 cm without setting accelerators, including
reinforcement fibres.

Mat for acoustic insulation:
Impact sound insulation prod. Isolgomma ROLL 7 or similar, to be
applied onto the floors, including the laying of the pre-pressed
adhesive strip designed to constitute a suitable sealing point
between the wall and the floor. All joints will be sealed with
heavy-duty fabric adhesive tape.

Reinforced waterproofing sheath:
Formation of a 4 mm thick elastomeric-bituminous sheath resistant
to -10°C, torch applied, on the ground floor in the inhabited rooms
and in double layer on terraces or balconies with cuff on the
masonry wall after the application of a bituminous primer to the
solvent. Flat roofing of the building with the application of a
waterproofing coat consisting of 2 4-mm -10°C sheaths laid on
ready-made slopes, insulating coat consisting of
XPS (extruded polystyrene foam) panel.

Insulation for horizontal terrace insulation:
Formation of an insulating layer on the floor in high-density
extruded polystyrene foam with a thickness of 60 mm on the
terraces.



09 windows and doors

Garage doors:
In galvanised 6/10 sheet metal painted in RAL colours and
according to the manufacturer’s colour ranges, at the sole
discretion of the Site Construction Manager, Ballan “My Fusion
Spazio 400” series or similar.
They will have a smooth finish and with insulation panels,
including parachute device, lock anchors, plaque and handles,
coverable side ventilation slits. Designed to accommodate
drive mechanism (not included). Approximate architectural
dimensions 250x240 cm.

External windows and French doors, in aluminium: Aluminium
windows with thermal break, RAL colour at the sole discretion of
the Site Construction Manager, complete with low-emission
laminated glass 4+4/16/4+4, including aluminium intrados with a
similar finish to that of the windows.
The windows in the bathrooms and bedrooms will be fitted with
atilt-and-turn mechanism (where possible for size).
Large sliding French doors will be fitted with a sliding wing
mechanism.

Internal doors (property units):
smooth doors lacquered white, with concealed hinges and
satin finish handle.

Front doors to the units:
reinforced with one wing, consisting of a boxed wing structure
with single sheet metal on both sides. Internal and external
coating with smooth mirroring panel, different colours on the
two sides according to the instructions of the Site Construction
Manager, including the edge covers to match the chosen
colours, steel handle and peep-hole; matt polyurethane paint,
the colour of which is at the discretion of the Site Construction
Manager.



Burglar-resistance class 3, acoustic insulation with abatement of
38 dB, lock with double bitted key. Colour of the frame maroon
or white and Botticino marble intrados.



10 flooring
and 11 tiles

Floors for property units from P1 to P7:
Internal floor in large-size porcelain stoneware measuring 30x60 -
60x60 or 120x60, top of the range from: Imola Ceramica, Syntesi,
Serenissima, Marazzi, Polis, Fiandre (only size 120x60 Farenight
350F Frost finish SL) or similar, at the discretion of the Site
Construction Manager. Flooring in the sleeping quarters in
natural Oak, plank dimensions 120x900/1200 mixed, or similar, at
the discretion of the Site Construction Manager. All according
to the varieties of materials available in the contractor
showroom.

Floors for property units from P8 to P9:
Made of natural knotted oak measuring 180x1000/2000 mm -
variable, free from formaldehyde emissions, laid and bonded
end-to-end, applied in a perfectly professional manner.

Tiling for bathrooms:
made in porcelain stoneware measuring 30x60 - 60x60 - 120x60,
top of the range from: Imola Ceramica, Syntesi, Serenissima,
Marazzi, Polis, Fiandre (only size 120x60 Farenight 350F Frost finish
SL) or similar at the discretion of the Site Construction Manager;
wall tiling up to 210 cm in height.

Floors for cellars:
Internal floor in porcelain stoneware measuring 20x20 or 30x30.
Choice of shape and colour at the discretion of the Site
Construction Manager for uniformity reasons.



Floor for terraces:
Tiling of external floating floor in porcelain stoneware
“Fahrenheit 350 Frost STR R11 made by Fiandre measuring
120x60 with a thickness of 20 mm”, or similar at the discretion of
the Site Construction Manager.

Skirting boards with white lacquered wood veneer:
Applied to all inhabitable rooms except for bathrooms, height
mm of 82 mm, thickness of 10 mm, applied with silicone at the
rear and nailed on the surface.
Skirting boards in aluminium (unit P8 and P9):
Such as Proskirting Channel, or similar product, applied to all
inhabitable rooms except for bathrooms.

Stairwell wall tiling:
Construction of an indoor system with pre-finished oak-look strips
of wood measuring 120 -140 x 900/1200 - mixed, with matt paint
finish laid on a suitable structure.
The stairs, landings and front door intrados will be clad with
Botticino marble.



12 external claddings

External ventilated façade:
External walls clad with a ventilated façade system consisting of
an adjustable metallic substructure, brackets and uprights,
secured to the existing wall by means of metal dowels, insulation
in the form of dry fixing polystyrene foam panels of a thickness
suitable for the type of structure with plastic dowels, slabs of
porcelain stoneware, Megablack Fiandre model measuring
100x100 cm with a thickness of 6 mm with SL finish or similar (with
equal performance and identical quality level) at the discretion
of the Site Construction Manager.

Terrace ceiling cladding:
False ceiling consisting of panels in okumè wood or other wood
treated for outdoor use with visible securing to the substructure
comprising an insulating panel with built-in metal panel
supporting profile, or other similar system.

External glass parapets:
External parapets in transparent FLOAT glass, 8+8 mm thick and
visible profile.

Paint on external un-clad parts and balconies in
prefabricated reinforced concrete:
Applied in the form of two coats of washable paint for concrete
and prior coat of suitable insulating primer (Fassa brand or
similar), including reinforced concrete balconies, the sealing of
joints with silicone and polythene foam.

Internal paint (white):
Applied in the form of 2/3 (two/three) coats of breathable
tempera paint for interiors.



13 external refurbishment
works
14 a) systems

Paved area for vehicle access to the complex and
manoeuvring: Application of an arid recycled material with a
thickness of about 15/20 cm, compaction to waste, casting of a
foundation screed with 8 cm thick Rck 20 concrete with a 20x20
x 6mm wire mesh in between.
Depending on the area identified by the project, the paving will
be made of Betonella slabs, Mod. Aquadren or other similar
product, laid with gravel and saturated with fine sand or made
of slabs of vibration compressed concrete slabs from the
Veneto Mega line or similar.

External lighting:
It will be constructed according to the project and to the
instructions of the Site Construction Manager, and it envisages the
construction of light points for the installation of light fixtures. In the
choice of light points, particular attention is paid to visual
perception and to their light transmission in order to complete and
observe the architectural study of the construction; all this will be at
the sole discretion of the Site Construction Manager.

Complete lift system, NEULIFT MRL 2.0 brand,
Kone group:
Model MRL 2 with 11 stops, holds 6 people, with a capacity of 480
kg, completely electrically operated, with system incorporated into
the shoulder of the door without outer cabinet. External door
cladding in satin-finish steel. Internal cabin finish in Pla-lam sheet
laminate, the colour of which is at the discretion of the Site
Construction Manager, marble floor, complete with handle and
mirror. Structure fully functional, tested and ready for use.
Compartment made completely in reinforced concrete, installed
or prefabricated.

Photovoltaic system:
Independent for each individual apartment - 1 kwp. The system
will be complete and equipped with a 2.5 kw nominal storage
unit, such as Growatt (expandable under the responsibility of
the final customer), ready for commissioning, which will take



place after obtaining the POD number supplied by the energy
provider, following the final connection request made by the
user. The connection request and provider paperwork are
entirely borne by the final buyer. The building will be in energy
class A3 or above.



14 b ) systems

Plumbing, Heating and Domestic Hot Water System:
Independent, with distribution of domestic hot and cold water
with piping in polyvinyl and aluminium in insulated rolls, cold-
pinched; miscellaneous fittings, internal junction box, primary
and secondary distribution backbones, distribution manifolds.
Wall-mounted or flush-mounted internal sanitary fixtures in
porcelain, Alice unica series or similar comprising a toilet with
Valsir recessed flush cistern or similar, a bidet and a washbasin
measuring 65 or 70 cm with a pedestal, a lowered shower tray in
fibreglass measuring 80x100/80X120, a washing machine fitting
with siphon and tap at the discretion of the Site Construction
Manager or buyer. Chrome taps with mixer units: Paffoni LEVEL
or similar including wall-recessed shower head and related
hand shower.

Steel heated towel rails:
painted, with horizontal tubes, to be applied in the bathrooms,
electrically powered.

Heated floor:
resting on the ashlar panel with a nominal thickness of 30+20 mm,
pipe size 17 mm with a thickness of 2 mm, 10-15 pitch in all
inhabitable rooms.



Hot-cold water production unit:
Independent consisting of a Mitsubishi heat pump or other
similar brand with gas expansion, powered by photovoltaic
panels with independent energy storage.
External machines positioned on technical point outside the
apartment, internal air conditioning units positioned in the false
ceiling of the broom cupboards and bathrooms and
connected in series with the air replacement machines. The
heating function will be adjustable for each individual room.
Part of the production unit is also the boiler with hydronic kit, all
connected with pre-insulated copper piping. Please note that
codes, models and capacities of the various machines may be
subject to modifications and updates, since the sector is
constantly evolving and even substantial variations are possible
during the course of the works, always with a view to improving
yield.
“Perry”, or similar, digital touch screen room thermostat to
control 2 or more zones. Mounting of electrical
opening/closing valves for the radiant system included.

Mechanical controlled ventilation system:
made with concealed machines connected in series with the
cooling machines.



14 c ) systems

Electrical and electronic systems with built-in home automation
system.
Each unit will be fitted with a system according to the wiring
diagram that will be provided in the executive phase, which
comprises riser backbone lines for power supply and distribution
of utilities, commissioning of light points, sockets, telephone
sockets, TV and satellite sockets, and including the installation of
the satellite dish and suitable signal amplifiers, (communal),
formation of lines and complete wiring harness for independent
photovoltaic systems power supply, installation of analogue
aerial, primary switchboards, secondary unit protection
switchboards and switchboards for internal branching consisting
of a control unit with 36 modules complete with 4 (four)
automatic switches to divide the living areas line from the
bedroom line both 16A and 10A, RCBO, automatic switch to
load the air conditioner and dishwasher.

BITICINO LIVING NOW or similar electric connector blocks, black
or white technopolymer cover plates.
Each property unit will be equipped with: bell button at the front
door with name plate and internal ringtone, video entryphone;
an average of one light point per room, two for bathrooms,
kitchens and living room, with switching in the living rooms and
the deviation of the rooms to the broom cupboards and
entrance halls, two 10A power sockets and one 16A socket on
average per room; call bells with buzzer from the rooms (1 per
room) and from the bathrooms; telephone socket with piping
and guide wire in the living room, kitchen (where present) and
in all bedrooms; supply and installation of emergency ceiling
light in the living room.
Each garage and cellar will be equipped with a light point and
a socket, and connected to the respective property unit.
The television system will be centralised, with a satellite dish and
terrestrial TV aerial suitable for receiving national, regional and
satellite channels and provided with sockets: one satellite
socket situated in the living area, the terrestrial TV one situated
in the living room, in the kitchen (where present) and in the
bedrooms.
External equipment consisting of power supply for vehicle gate
and drive mechanism for the same with CAME system or similar,
power supply for pedestrian gate. Everything will be done in
compliance with the provisions of Italian Ministerial Decree
37/08 and amalgamated law on energy saving with final issuing
of certificates of conformity for all permitted uses.
An alarm system that can be integrated into the home
automation system will be prepared.

Each property unit will be equipped with an integrated home
automation system, to control loads, manage lighting scenarios,



the burglar alarm system and the video door entry system, all
managed from a smartphone and tablet with a dedicated
Web app, TICINO LIVING NOW SMART B series.



the project







15 General and
specific requirements:

The construction company reserves the right, at the exclusive and sole discretion of the Site
Construction Manager, to perform during the works any variants deemed appropriate or
necessary to improve the work envisaged or the type of materials and finishes listed herein, both in
the case of need due to missing supplies or the manufacturers going out of business, as well as in
the case of the best choice offered by the market or the own decisions of the Site Construction
Manager.
In any case the construction company undertakes and guarantees that the possible
replacement of materials and finishes will only happen with valuable and prized materials
and finishes that are identical or better than those described, all without variations in price; in
the event of such variations, no compensation for any reason whatsoever will be awarded to
the buyer and/or his successors in title.
The load-bearing structures, indicatively marked on the maps, are not binding in both size
and position, and they can undergo variations as a consequence of static needs which have
arisen in the course of execution.
Each symbol of furniture shown in the drawings is purely indicative, and can be confirmed or
adjusted according to the particular needs of the static calculator or for other construction
occurrences; the same applies for details and graphics of external finishes indicated on the
project blueprints which, therefore, must be construed as indicative.

The buyer declares that (s)he is aware that the strong variations in relative humidity during
different periods of the year causes cracks in wooden floors, in thin walls and in ceilings; in
regard to this, the constructor is not obligated to see to the repairs, as these are not deemed
to be construction defects.

An assortment of sample floors and tiles envisaged in the specifications can be viewed in a
dedicated showroom set up on site; in addition, a broader assortment will be available in the
showroom of the construction company located in Santa Giustina in Colle (PD), P.zza Martiri, 36
(Palazzo San Giorgio) and from our CASA SERVICE in Padua, Via Bagatella, 6.
It is accepted by mutual agreement that the samples are purely illustrative and that each
production batch may feature slight differences in colour.

Wood and marble are natural materials subject to morphological changes and chromatic
variation as well as subject to cracking movements so slight colour variations and micro-
cracks cannot be a reason for a dispute.

The buyer is not given the opportunity to separate machining or supplies from the whole
work, nor to supply on his/her own any material; floors, windows and doors, and
miscellaneous finishes and systems must be chosen among those proposed in the showroom
or by the company’s usual suppliers; this is only so that the end customer can benefit fully
from the guarantee on the entire unit purchased that otherwise would not be applicable.

Any extra charges for processing not included in the contract will have to be paid BEFORE
THE VARIANT ORDER, penalty the non-execution of the same, all according to the time
frames specified by the contractor, in order to avoid delaying completion of the work.
Extra processing and/or variants may only be performed, only if these do not interfere with
the schedule of execution of the entire site; in the event of delays in the choice of
customisation, the execution of the work will follow the provisions of the specifications.

The buyer remains aware that the other units forming part of the residential complex can be
completed, in relation to internal finishes, in different time frames and, therefore, explicitly
allows the construction company to execute the adaptation and completion work at a later
date without this entitling the buyer to claim any special rights, compensation or indemnity,



even if this should occur with a considerable time difference with respect to the delivery of
his/her property unit.



OBSERVANCE OF LAWS, STANDARDS, DECREES AND REGULATIONS:

It should be noted that the following property and its individual component parts especially as
regards:
- Load-bearing structures;
- Floors and horizontal elements;
- walls and fillers;
- Thermal and acoustic insulation;
- Tiling, floors and finishes;
- Functional systems,
- Sewer systems;
- Internal and external windows and doors;
- Any other work ascribable and functional to the completion of the building

These are carried out in full respect of the current legal regulations and in particular to the
N.T.C. 2018 (new technical construction regulations) recently implemented.

It should also be noted that the project and its individual parts have been the object of study
by certified professionals, approved by the competent municipal bodies and, as such, are to
be understood as being essential to perform exactly as designed. The following in particular
cannot be the subject of discussion on the part of individual buyers:
- Architectural shapes, colours, system choices and external superstructures;
- Positions of structural elements, communal divisions of property units, choice of construction
materials for the entire building (with the exception of the internal unit finishes);
- Internal finishes of stairwells and communal parts.

INSPECTIONS AND TESTS:
The construction company will at its own expense perform tests on the building materials used
or to be used, taking care of both sampling and sending to the Control Institutes and paying
for the corresponding fees.
Before delivery of the property unit, the related static and technical tests will be carried out
on the building.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS:

Place and date:

The promising seller: The promissory buyer:



www.platanos-lignano.it


